SECURITY PROGRAM MANAGER

Requires an individual with advanced project management skills and a minimum of 5+ years solid experience, Security and/or PM certification required. This role is responsible for leading both project and implementation team resources for a collection of medium and large sized Security projects. The position has overall performance responsibility for managing the solution, scope, cost, schedule, and contract deliverables. Skills required include: planning, tracking, change control, financial management and issue/risk management along with a strong understanding of Security Delivery capabilities and how solutions are implemented and the ability to quickly learn our methodology and tools for Internal Project Management. The position is responsible for managing all project (Global) resources, and for establishing communications lines with the project team and the sponsor. This position is also required to direct/work with architects (applications, infrastructure etc), IT Specialists, application developers and operations staff to ensure an appropriate "Security" solution is designed and correctly implemented. In depth understanding of Project Management techniques Waterfall and/or Agile preferred) along with a proven ability to navigate the worldwide matrixed environment is also required.

Qualifications:

• BA or BS in Computer Information Science or other relevant degree with a minimum of 5 years related experience
• Demonstrated experience in managing large complex global projects with a successful implementation track record
• Ability to ensure that the final technical solution satisfies business requirements for function, performance, security, and maintainability
• Demonstrated oral and written communication skills are required, as well as the ability to work collaboratively in a team environment.

Preferred Additional Skills:

• Experience managing large complex projects
• Ability to communicate effectively with a diverse set of Vendor employees and internal employees in an environment that has rapidly shifting and often contradictory demands and priorities.
• Demonstrated leadership, insight, political awareness, and diplomacy skills sufficient to foster effective relationships and build consensus with individuals within and outside of IBM.

Preferred:

• Information Technology
• Certified in PMP, CISSP and/or other Security Designation

Please send your resume with photography to marlon.vega@sisap.com